Bhangra Bounces Back:

Keeping Indian Culture Alive Through Dance
By Gabriella DiPietro

B

ounce. Shrug. Bounce. Keep your elbows up. Bend your knees. Follow the beat of
the dhol drum. Bounce. Shrug. Bounce. Repeat.

Bhangra dancers must follow these staples of the Indian folk dance, originating from the
northern region of Punjab.
Traditionally performed as a celebration of the harvest season, bhangra has transformed
into a modern dance and fitness phenomenon around the world, with performances on
America’s Got Talent, at the London Olympics and even in the White House. The dance
form’s growing popularity over the years has created a large bhangra circuit in the
United States, where many teams from cities and universities nationwide compete and
perform.
According to the American Community Survey, Indian immigrants encompass one of
the largest immigrant groups in the country, accounting for almost 6 percent of the 44.5
million foreign-born population. In Pittsburgh, specifically, approximately 12.3 percent
of the foreign-born population originates from India, while the Indian population of the
nearby municipality of Monroeville equates to approximately 30.7 percent of the area’s
foreign-born people.
Pittsburgh is considered to be an epicenter for bhangra. Every fall, teams from across
the nation convene in Pittsburgh to compete in Bhangra in the Burgh, a philanthropic
bhangra competition that has been held at Soldiers and Sailors Memorial Hall for the
past 12 years. One of the most distinguished bhangra competitions in the circuit,
Bhangra in the Burgh is entirely organized and run by students at Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU), who donate all proceeds from the event to the creative and expressive
arts therapy program at the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh.

Harman Deol and Puneet Gill help dancers prepare and dress for the performance.

“I think this goes for not just Bhangra in the Burgh, but for any dance circuit out there –
It's really amazing to see a performance art form like dance bring different groups of
people together,” said Raashmi Krishnasamy, a senior at CMU and co-director of this
year’s Bhangra in the Burgh. “So many different people come together to not only
perform, but also to watch and enjoy the show. Plus, with Bhangra in the Burgh, it's a
charity event, so it's all for a great cause.”
One of the contending teams in the annual competition is First Class Bhangra, a local
team from the University of Pittsburgh (Pitt). Wanting to celebrate Indian culture in
America in a fun way, Sid Pandit, Harman Deol and Ram Mahalingam came together to
create First Class Bhangra in 2009.
“I started doing bhangra back in high school. I was introduced to it by a family friend
after he asked me to do an engagement party dance with him. I had never danced in my
life, and so I went to the first practice, and since then I got the bug and was hooked on it
immediately,” Sid said. “Whenever myself and a few guys that grew up with got to
college, we formed First Class Bhangra because we all love doing [bhangra].”

Sid Pandit leads dancers during a final practice before the competition.

“Bhangra was mainly a guys’ dance, and, for centuries, it was looked down upon for girls
to do it, but now there’s a lot of all-girl teams and girl dancers, which is amazing,” said
Puneet Gill, a junior at Duquesne University and one of the captains of First Class
Bhangra. “Usually, in the circuit it’s hard for girls’ teams to win over the guys teams

either from stigma that they are not as good, or from other stuff like less stamina and
strength, but whenever a girls team wins it’s like a win for all girl dancers in the circuit.”
According to Pitt senior and First Class Bhangra captain Rishaan Sharma, First Class
Bhangra brings a fresh, innovative western style to a traditional Indian dance form that
is rooted on the other side of the world.
Rishaan has a unique family history because although his parents were both born in
India, his father and mother moved to London and Montreal, respectively, when they
were infants. They each came to the U.S. in the 1980s.
“Since my parents are a little more removed from India than others, it’s made me seek
out Indian culture even more because I wasn’t always spoon-fed Indian culture growing
up, instead I learned more about British stuff and Canadian stuff,” Rishaan said. “So, I
wanted to find out more about my roots and the culture of where I’m from. It helped
push me to learn more about Indian culture, and I’m grateful for that because it has
helped me to develop a large appreciation for it.”
Conversely, Pitt senior and team captain Saagar Menon grew up surrounded by Indian
culture, which led him to seek more American practices and culture.
“When I came to college, though, I felt that disconnect. My parents weren’t here to push
[Indian] culture on me,” Saagar expressed. “I wanted to join a frat and live a completely
different life than I had previously, but when I met the Indian community here, it felt
like home. No matter if you start in the Indian community or end in the Indian
community, there’s always a spot for you, regardless of your background. We’re never
exclusive about anything.”
“There are not just Indian people in First Class Bhangra, either,” Rishaan explained.
“There are people of all different backgrounds and ethnicities, and to me, that’s exciting
because I’m seeing someone not from my culture participate in something so foreign to
them.”
Through First Class Bhangra, Rishaan and Saagar not only formed friendships, but they
were able to promote their Indian culture while performing and participating in an art
form that they love.
“The team’s a family. We build each other up, we struggle together, and we succeed
together. The values we learn as individuals and as a team are immeasurable,” said
Suprotik Debnath, a junior Pitt student and fellow captain of First Class Bhangra, who
has been involved with the team for almost two years. “We wish to instill the love of this
dance and the culture it stems from to everyone who watches our performances.”
While bhangra teams commonly choreograph routines to Indian music, First Class
Bhangra combines the expected Indian tracks with American music. They especially
include songs that are popular and trending among young adults, in order to combine
their native cultures with the culture that they currently live in.

“If you listen to our music, it’s not only Indian music. We mix it with a lot of rap and hip
hop, which I think presents the best of both worlds,” Rishaan said. “Our end goal is to
show that our culture is conducive to American culture. That’s always what we’ll try to
do.”
Although the team’s soundtrack combines both Indian and American music, when it
comes to their wardrobe, they dress very traditionally. The traditional bhangra
uniforms, called vardiyaan or vardi, are extremely colorful and intricately embroidered,
but they also are designed to provide dancers with a wide range of motion, according to
Saagar. First Class Bhangra’s vardi for male dancers consists of many traditional
garments, including a chadr, a long, rectangular piece of cloth tied around the dancer’s
waist that makes up the bottom half of the outfit; kurta, a knee-length, long-sleeved
tunic; a sleeveless vest worn over the kurta; and pagh, a head covering that reflects the
chief religion of Punjab, Sikhism. The pagh consists of a long cloth that is complexly
wrapped around dancers’ heads, concluding in a strongly starched, pleated fan, or turla,
that crowns the entirety of the head covering. Female dancers also wear the kurta and
vest, but they wear trousers that cover all of their legs, called salwars, and a colorful
scarf draped on their head, called chunni, instead of the male’s chadr and pagh.
Harman Deol, one of the founders of First Class Bhangra, comes back each year to help
students wrap and create the pagh. According to Harman, it is hard, but much-needed
skill to have, which he learned back in 2009 from watching countless YouTube videos
and practicing for his own performances while on the team.
“Vardi are made out of either cotton or silk, a lot of teams custom design theirs to
whatever they want, whether it’s shinier and more sequined or fabricated,” explained
Puneet. “We get ours from this tailor named Romesh in India, and everyone basically
helps design them. Then, they are shipped over to us for the performance.”
In addition to the vardi, First Class Bhangra, along with many other bhangra teams, use
other aspects of the vardiyaan as well to accentuate their movements and uniforms. One
of these items, called rumaalan or flags, are pieces of cloth that are tied to dancers’
wrists, which are used to exemplify the team’s hand movements and gestures
throughout the performance. Another detail included is the phuman, which are tassles
that are tied around dancers’ biceps and wrists for added flare, in addition to kainte, two
necklaces that dancers wear as an aesthetic detail.
According to Puneet, the colors of the vardi are important. Red usually signifies that
those who wear it are captains of the team or the two best dancers on the team.
“This year at Bhangra in the Burgh, we wanted to break that stigma of best and worst
dancers, so we didn’t have red vardi on stage,” Puneet said. “Everyone just wore red
phuman and red flags to show that everyone is a great dancer.”
According to Rishaan, many bhangra teams also utilize various props during their
routines, such as the saap, a wooden Indian instrument consisting of many X-shaped

small parts that is played with both hands by expanding and collapsing the saap,
creating a distinctive clapping sound. Originally, the saap was used to scare away crows
from crops in the fields, but it has since been included in folk dances such as bhangra.
First Class Bhangra also uses khunde, bamboo sticks with rumaalan on top, in their
performances as props, according to Suprotik.
First Class Bhangra performs at community events and competitions both
internationally and nationwide, in addition to being booked to perform at weddings and
parties. It can be hard at times for students to balance schoolwork and being a part of
the team, let alone finding time to practice their religion, according to Saagar.
“We usually go to the Sri Venkateswara temple about once or twice a month,” Saagar
shared. “We try to go especially when there are bigger events coming up in our lives like
midterms or finals, but because the temple is a half-hour away near Monroeville, it can
sometimes be hard to get to for us college students.”
Deepa Koimattur, 65, has volunteered at the Sri Venkateswara temple since she came to
Monroeville in 1975 from her home in Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh in southern India.
She has noticed the increase in the popularity of bhangra, as well as the influx of Indian
people to the Pittsburgh region over the decades.
“In the 40 years that I have lived here, I have witnessed Indian culture in Pittsburgh
become more prominent, especially regarding the prevalence of traditional Indian
dances,” Deepa said. “We have quite a few dance classes that span across all of
Pittsburgh, which are attracting more and more students each year.”

The Sri Venkateswara temple is one of the oldest Hindu temples in the Pittsburgh area.

She especially noted how local dance competitions and performances help showcase
Indian culture to all audiences, regardless of their backgrounds.
“These kids love getting together for events such as Bhangra in the Burgh, where they
dance and promote Indian culture the best way they know how to do so,” Deepa said.
The 2018 Bhangra in the Burgh contest took place on Nov. 17 at 6 p.m., where teams
located only a few blocks away competed against teams from as far as San Diego,
California and Toronto, Canada, demonstrating their abilities in addition to sharing
their love of bhangra with their audience. Winners were announced at the end of the
competition, naming First Class Bhangra as the first-place recipient, earning the team a
first-place trophy, cash prize and bragging rights.
“We are super fortunate for all we have in Pittsburgh,” Rishaan said. “We’ve had so
many opportunities to perform at really well-known, classic Pittsburgh events, and the
community has really embraced us. Now, we are not only known by Indian people, but
by people of all backgrounds.”
Another local team is CMU Bhangra, which strives to maintain Indian culture on and
around CMU’s campus, in order to bring together various cultures in Pittsburgh and
unify them across their differences.
“Bhangra is meant as an expression of celebration and joy. It isn’t just an Indian dance
form; it is also a way to express happiness,” CMU Bhangra said in a statement. “Bhangra
and Indian culture are not only for Indians, as these expressions of joy surpass any
cultural differences we have.”
Like many individuals from minority groups in the U.S., Rishaan and Saagar feel that it
is extremely important to maintain their culture and heritage, especially in today’s
society.
“I feel that there is a lot of stifling of diversity today, and people are scared to really
embrace who they are because of fear,” Saagar described. “I see a lot of younger people
push away their Indian culture in order fit in more with others and avoid unwanted
attention. It’s hard to be different in today’s society.”
“I think people who are not super familiar with their culture tend to avoid it, or
sometimes even condemn it,” Rishaan said. “The best thing for [First Class Bhangra] to
do is to continue doing what we do and be proud of it.”
Puneet shared her love of bhangra and Punjabi culture, noting how important it is for
younger generations to keep Indian culture alive.
“Being Punjabi, I grew up with this style of dance and music, but, like most individuals
my age, we were born in the U.S. and kind of lost that direct cultural connection,”
Puneet said. “So, it’s really cool that the U.S. has an entire system of competitive teams

across the nation to be able to do [bhangra] as a sport and compete, maintaining our
heritage as we do.”
According to CMU Bhangra, Indian culture “puts emphasis on celebrating the happy
moments in life in a bright and colorful way. When we dance, we bring those colors to
life.” Thanks to Pittsburgh’s bhangra circuit, Indian culture is alive more than ever
before.

